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RR warns of the consequences of new Syrian Decree that’s stopping 
Syrians being able to return home  

 
Rethink Rebuild Society (RR) utterly condemns a recent decree signed by the Syrian regime on 8 July 2020 

that requires returning Syrians to exchange US $100 or other Central Bank permitted hard currencies into 

Syrian local currency Lira. Syrian exchanged money loses over 70% of its value in line with customs and 

aviation authorities’ rates. This decision only exempts citizens under the age of 18 and public vehicle drivers.  

The decree is seriously damaging to Syrians in the UK wanting to return home to visit their relatives or family 

members or those who just want to stay there. It is more damaging for Syrians residing in Lebanon where the 

local currency is collapsing and hard currency is increasingly difficult to obtain especially after Beirut blast 

which left many Syrians vulnerable. This means that many Syrian families may face crossing the border 

although they do not have the equivalent of $100 to enter Syria. It is stated that a 17-year-old Syrian girl died 

on 5 September 2020 due to being stranded on the border between Lebanon and Syria without the money to 

enter Syria. This decree will certainly inflict more suffering for Syrians nearby Syria and for their families in 

the UK. 

“The Syria government set a precedent for imposing what looks like a visa fee on its own citizens to enter 

their home country. This is unbelievable. The decree contrasts the Syrian Constitution that indicates that no 

Syrian citizen is banned from returning to Syria as well as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights that 

indicates that every resident has the right to return” RR Research and Advocacy Officer, Dr. Moaz El Sayed 

said.  

RR condemns the high fee imposed by the Syrian regime and demands the UK Government to protect 

civilians and to exert pressure on the regime through UN agencies to retract the decree. The return of Syrians 

to their home should be safe, dignified and voluntary.  
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